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Virginia Survey Results

Q1 Would you support or oppose banning the sale 
of military style semi-automatic assault 
weapons like the ones used in the mass 
shootings at the schools at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School in Connecticut, the high 
school in Parkland, Florida, and the recent 
attack in New Zealand?

 62% Support ........................................................
 34% Oppose ........................................................
  4% Not sure .......................................................

Q2 Would you support or oppose a law that would 
allow family members or law enforcement to 
ask a judge to temporarily suspend a person's 
access to guns if they have evidence that the 
person poses a significant threat to themselves 
or others?

 83% Support ........................................................
 14% Oppose ........................................................
  3% Not sure .......................................................

Q3 High-capacity magazines, like those used in 
the recent mass shooting in Virginia Beach, 
greatly increase the lethality of a firearm by 
allowing shooters to fire many more bullets 
before having to stop to reload. These 
accessories also serve little purpose for sport, 
hunting, or self-defense. Would you support or 
oppose a ban on high-capacity magazines that 
hold over 10 bullets?

 63% Support ........................................................
 34% Oppose ........................................................
  3% Not sure .......................................................

Q4 Current law prevents local governments from 
preventing individuals from entering municipal 
buildings or large public events with guns. 
Would you support or oppose allowing local 
jurisdictions to ban guns from public buildings 
and events and enforce that ban by detecting 
guns and restricting entry?

 67% Support ........................................................
 27% Oppose ........................................................
  7% Not sure .......................................................

Q5 In the 2016 presidential election, did you vote 
for Republican Donald Trump, Democrat 
Hillary Clinton, someone else, or did you not 
vote in the election?

 49% Donald Trump ...............................................
 41% Hillary Clinton................................................
 10% Someone else / Did not vote .........................

Q6 Do you consider yourself to be very 
progressive, somewhat progressive, moderate, 
somewhat conservative, or very conservative?

 11% Very progressive...........................................
 18% Somewhat progressive .................................
 34% Moderate......................................................
 24% Somewhat conservative................................
 12% Very conservative .........................................

Q7 If you are a gun owner, press 1. If you are not 
a gun owner, press 2.

 43% Yes...............................................................
 57% No ................................................................

Q8 District
 25% SD 3.............................................................
 25% SD 7.............................................................
 25% SD 8.............................................................
 25% HD 66...........................................................


